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SESSION 6: Your Royal Identity

HOMEWORK — GOING DEEPER
PRIVATE TIME QUESTIONS
First, watch a 24-minute video on YouTube.com by Kris Vallotton entitled “Your
Identity as Sons of God” (Go to YouTube.com and search for “Kris Vallotton –
Your Identity as Sons of God” --- if you have trouble, enter the following
address https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZtTSY889rA )

Spend some quiet time with the Lord. Ask Him to guide you as you reflect on the
following questions:
1) In which areas of your life do your thoughts, emotions, or actions reveal
pockets of poverty (like pride or insecurity)?
a. Ask the Lord what area you need to work on first.
b. Ask the Lord to show what lie you are believing about that area.
c. Ask the Lord to tell you what is the truth. Record your insight.

2) In which areas of your life do your thoughts, emotions, or actions reveal
your true identity as a king (operating out of love and confidence)?
a. It’s encouraging to see what areas you doing well in! Take a
moment to let that encouragement sink in.
b. Part of maturing is not only mastering an area in life, but also
reaching out and helping others to do the same. Ask the Lord to
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give you an opportunity this week to encourage and build
someone else up.

3) How does Kris’ video challenge your current end-time beliefs?
a. Do you believe God wants to establish His kingdom on earth now?
Or do you believe that is reserved for a future time, like the
Millennium?
i. If for now, how does that affect your responsibility to hear
God and love others on a daily basis?
ii. If for later, what is the purpose of your royal identity?
b. Do you believe that you are royalty, that you have a destiny, and
that you are going to change the world?
i. If yes, do the happy dance! A great adventure begins.
ii. If no, take time process this whole Your Royal Identity
message with the Lord.
1. Ask Him to show you where the blockage is. (There
could be any number of things creating the blockage.
Usually, it’s a lie you believe about yourself. Sometimes
it can be your belief about the end-times because that
has a huge impact on how we see our purpose in the
here and now.)
2. Ask the Lord to help you see yourself as He sees you. He
will gladly do it!! He thinks you are amazing! Worth
dying for… and worth partnering with!

Go to YouTube.com and watch a music video with the song, “The Anthem” by
Jake Hamilton and Jesus Culture. There are lots of versions out there, some with
lyrics…some with Jake ministering and breaking free off folks.

For further study: Read book: The Supernatural Ways of Royalty: Discovering Your
Rights and Privileges of Being a Son or Daughter of God, by Kris Vallotton
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